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Abstract – In this work, we report, to the best of our knowledge, the first optical
trapping experimental demonstration of micro–particles with Frozen Waves. Frozen
Waves are an efficient method to model longitudinally the intensity of non–diffracting
beams obtained by superposing co–propagating Bessel beams with the same frequency
and order. Based on this, we investigate the optical force distribution acting on
micro–particles of two types of Frozen Waves. The experimental setup of a holographic
optical tweezers using spatial light modulators has been assembled and optimized. The
results show that it is possible to obtain greater stability for optical trapping using
Frozen waves. The significant enhancement in trapping geometry from this approach
shows promising applications for optical tweezers, micro–manipulations over a broad
range.

1. Introduction
In 1986 A. Ashkin et al. were able to capture, three–dimensionally, dielectric particles by
using a single–beam tightly focused by a high numerical aperture lens. This technique
is now referred to as “optical tweezers” or “optical trapping” [1]. Optical tweezers
have become a powerful tool for application in different fields of research, mainly in
manipulation of biological system [2, 3], colloidal systems, in nanotechnology for trapping
of nano–structures [4], in optical guiding and trapping of atoms [5] as well as the study of
mechanical properties of polymers and biopolymers. However, most applications involve
the independent manipulation of multiple traps, which implies in generating complex
optical traps, and thus requiring even more complex experimental systems [6, 7].
Non–diffracting waves (or diffraction–resistant waves) in optics are special optical beams
that keep their intensity spatial shape during propagation. Non–diffracting beams
include Bessel beams, Airy beams, and others [8, 9, 10]; as well as the superposition
of these waves which can produce very special structured light beams, such as the
Frozen Wave (FW) [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. These special optical beams present
great interest recently in optical tweezers, for trapping and guiding of micro– and
nano-particles [18, 19, 20].
We present for the first time the experimental optical trapping of microparticles with
FWs. The transversal optical force distribution acting on micro-particles of the two types
of FWs were investigated using a holographic optical tweezers setup. Results show that
is possible to obtain greater stability for optical trapping and enhances the possibility of
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longitudinal trapping micro-particles using FW.
2. Theoretical background
Frozen Waves: About fifteen years ago, in a series of works [11, 12], an interesting
theoretical method was presented, capable of providing non–diffracting beams whose
longitudinal intensity patterns can be chosen at will. Such beams are obtained by
suitable superposition of co–propagating Bessel beams and the resulting fields are called
Frozen Wave (FW). A few years later, the experimental generation of the FW was
achieved through computer generated holograms reproduced by Spatial Light Modulators
(SLM) [13, 15].
The scalar Frozen Wave of zero–order is given by [11]
Ψ (ρ, φ, z) =

N
X

An J0 (kρn ρ) eikzn z ,

(1)

n=−N

where kρn and kzn are the transverse and longitudinal wave numbers, respectively, of the
2N + 1 Bessel beams in the superposition (1), and are given by
r
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2π
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and the coefficients An are given by
Z
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Once the choices (2) and (3) are made, we have that (1) results in a beam with
|Ψ(ρ = 0, z, t)| ≈ |F (z)|2 ( where |F (z)|2 is the desiredplongitudinal intensity pattern in
the interval 0 ≤ z ≤ L) and with spot radius ∆ρ ≈ 2.4 k 2 − Q2 . The Q parameter is a
constant, where 0 ≤ Q ± (2π/L)N ≤ ω/c.
The propagation of a FW through an ABCD paraxial optical system can be described by
the generalized Huygens–Fresnel diffraction integral, which in cylindrical coordinates is
given by
Z ∞ Z 2π
ik
Ψ (ρ, φ, z) =
ρ0 dρ0 dφ0 Ψ (ρ0 , φ0 )
2πB 0
0


(4)
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where ρ0 , φ0 and ρ, φ are the radial and azimuthal angle coordinates in the input (SLM)
and output planes, respectively. After some calculations we get an analytical expression
for the FW of zero-order
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These results show that FWs retain their properties when passing through an optical
system, but characteristic parameters such as spot and longitudinal intensity profile can
be modified. [21, 22]
3. Experiments and Results
Holographic optical tweezers. In the holographic optical tweezer setup, a beam
from an Argon laser with wavelength λ = 514.5 nm and output power of 300 mW was
used. Initially, the beam passes through the spatial filter, where it is expanded and
then collimated by a lens L0 with a focal length of 75 mm which results in a beam in
diameter of about 10 mm. The beam is directed by the M2, M3 and M4 mirrors to the
spatial light modulator (LETO, Holoeye Photonics), with each pixel measuring 6.4 µm
in a display matrix 1920 × 1080, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.
The first 4f system consists of two lenses, L1 and L2 of focal lengths 150 mm and
50 mm, respectively. On the focal plane of the lens L1 a mask was placed, references
[13, 14, 15], allowing to select the different diffraction orders in the Fourier plane of the
holographically reconstructed beam. The second 4f system was formed with two L3 and
L4 focal length lenses 150 mm and 25 mm, respectively. A beam splitter BS reflects the
beam vertically for the sample. The sample is placed in the focal plane of the L4 lens.
To obtain the trapped particle image, the LED illumination system was used along with
a 100 × and NA = 1.25 microscope objective.
The optically trapped micro–particles suffer random movement due to the collisions from
the surrounding fluid molecules. [23, 24]. Therefore, the resulting dynamics is due to the
random motion and the deterministic optical forces from the intensity gradients. The
process of measuring the motion of an optically trapped particle consists of tracking its
position frame by frame [25], where each frame of the video is a two–dimensional digital
image with a pixel matrix structure.
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Figure 1: Experimental setup of holographic optical tweezers for optical particle trapping
with non–diffracting beams using Argon laser.
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Figure 2: Holographic Optical Tweezers prototype (Photonics Lab (LabFoton), UFABC,
Brazil) of the setup shown in Figure 1.
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There are several calibration methods for measuring the elastic constant, among which
the most widely used are: potential analysis from the equipartition theorem, auto–
correlation function analysis, and power spectrum analysis [23]. In this work, we use
a method (FORMA) [26], which allows the reconstruction of microscopic optical force
by using the Maximum Likelihood Method [27] and assuming that near the equilibrium
position the force has a linear behavior with the particle displacement. Compared to
known methods, this method has several advantages among which we have fewer samples,
smaller relative errors and a high precision [26].
Optical Trapping with Frozen Wave. We study experimentally, for the first time to
our knowledge, the optical particle trapping process with Frozen Wave (FW). Initially, it
is important to study how the propagation properties of a FW change as it passes through
the two 4f systems, Fig. 1. As shown, from an experimental point of view it is important
to choose an appropriate value for Q in order to respect the SLM resolution limit [13, 15].
We use the following values for the various FW parameters generated for optical trapping
in the input plane z = zSLM : λ = 514 nm, Q = 0.999993k, L = 2 m, thus getting a
maximum number Nmax = 27, which implies a spot radius ∆ρ = 52.58 µm. When the
FW optically reconstructed by SLM passes through the two 4f systems of Fig. 1, the
propagation properties, such as spot radius and longitudinal pattern of intensity, change
according to the (5). For this system, the ABCD matrix is given by M = Mij where,
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where the new complex coefficients An are given by
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The (7) and (8) revel that the spot radius is scaled by the factor (f2 f4 /f1 f3 ), where the
longitudinal intensity pattern is scaled by (f2 f4 /f1 f3 )2 .
First example. As a first example of optical trapping with FWs, let us consider that
FW is generated, in the z = zSLM plane, by a superposition of (2N + 1) zero–order Bessel
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beams and whose longitudinal pattern in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ L is given by a step function

1, para l1 ≤ z ≤ l2
F (z) =
(9)
0,
elsewhere
where l1 = 10cm and l2 = 20cm. The three–dimensional profile and theoretical orthogonal
projection of the normalized intensity generated on SLM output can be seen in Figure 3.
The corresponding longitudinal intensity pattern along the on - axis is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: (a) Three-dimensional profile and orthogonal projection of the theoretical normalized intensity generated in the z = zSLM plane. (b) longitudinal intensity pattern
(on-axis).
In Figure 4 (a) shows orthogonal projection of the theoretical intensity as the beam passes
through the 4f systems of the experimental arrangement of Fig. 1. The corresponding
experimental result is shown in Fig. 4 (b). After passing through 4f systems the longitudinal pattern will be set in the range 380.6 µm ≤ z ≤ 617.3 µm. In Fig. 4 (c)
we compare the intensity profile along the propagation axis ( z–axis), theoretical (black
line) and experimental (blue line) axis. The normalized intensity cross–section at the
center of the step (zc = 462.9 µm) is shown in Fig. 4 (d), where the size of spot radius is
∆ρ = 2.9 µm. It is important to note that the size of the spot obtained experimentally is
very close to the theoretical result.
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Figure 4: (a) Orthogonal projection of the theoretical normalized intensity for the FW of
the first example (FW1) when passing through two 4f systems. (b) Experimental result
obtained from the arrangement of Fig. 1. (c) Comparison of the normalized intensity
longitudinal profile between the theoretical (black line) and the experimental result (blue
line). (d) Normalized intensity cross–section over the plane zc .
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Figure 5: (a) Position histograms for the x–axis (blue color), and –y (red color) for an
optically trapped particle (orange circle) at zc . (b) Force field reconstruction from the
FORMA method, where κx and κy are elastic constant in x and y-axis, respectively. The
power in the capture plane was 2.0 ± 0.5 mW.
Fig. 5 (a) shows the distribution of the micro–particle position (orange circle) transversely
trapped by the gradient force at the center of the FW, that is, in (zc = 462.9 µm). To
perform the tracking, the trapped particle was recorded for 5000 frames where the time
between each frame was 17.5 ms, and the FORMA method was used to determine the
force distribution. The force field distribution can be seen in Fig. 5 (b). The direction
and magnitude of the arrows (orange color) correspond to the direction and magnitude
of the transverse force. The intensity of the experimental cross–section of the beam in
the trapping background plane is shown of the Fig. 5 (b).
Second Example. As a second interesting example, let us consider a longitudinal pattern
in the range 0 ≤ z ≤ L consisting of a sequence of two unitary step functions, described
by

 1, for l1 ≤ z ≤ l2
1, for l3 ≤ z ≤ l4
F (z) =
(10)

0,
elsewhere
where l1 = 10 cm, l2 = 15 cm, l3 = 20 cm, and l4 = 25 cm. The FW generated from SLM
output can be seen in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: (a) Three–dimensional profile and orthogonal projection of the theoretical normalized intensity generated in the z = zSLM plane. (b) longitudinal intensity pattern
(on–axis).
After passing through the two 4f the FW are modified, as shown in Fig. 7. Figure 7 (a)
shows the comparison the theoretical intensity profile (on–axis) (black line) with the
experimental result (blue line). In this case both steps are defined in the interval
308.6 µm ≤ z ≤ 462.9 µm and 617.3 µm ≤ z ≤ 761.6 µm, and centered on
z1 = 389.8 µm and z2 = 690.3 µm, respectively. In Fig. 7 (b) and (c) we see the intensity
cross–section on the z1 and z2 planes, corresponding to the centers of the steps. In both
case, the spot radius is very close to the theoretical result ∆ρ = 2.9 µm. The distribution
of the force field around the equilibrium position at the center of the steps z1 and z2 can
be seen in Fig. 8 (a) and (b), respectively.
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Figure 7: (a) Comparison of the normalized longitudinal intensity profile between the
theoretical (black line) and the experimental result (blue line) after passing through the
two 4f systems. Cross–sectional intensity profile at the centers of the steps (b) z1 and (c)
z2 .
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Figure 8: Force field reconstruction with second FW, consisting of a sequence of two
unitary step functions, using the FORMA method. Direction and magnitude (orange
arrows) corresponds to the direction and magnitude of the transverse force at the center
of the steps, where κx and κy are elastic constant in (a) z1 and (b) z2 .
We can study how micro–particles can be trapped in different transverse planes. In this
case, we use computer generated dynamic holograms to create a dynamic scene [15] and
experimentally reproduce the movement of the sample in the longitudinal direction. The
latter can be done in the same way as we did to experimentally reproduce the FW, that
is, keeping the static sample plane in one position and constructing a dynamic Ψ(ρ, zn )
for each value of z. For each value of zn a hologram is generated, totaling 100 holograms
(frames) in the range [0, 1000 µm]. In dynamic SLM, frames are grouped to generate the
dynamic beam propagation as a speed of 3 frames/second. The data acquisition process
is done keeping the sample plane static at a given position (beginning of the propagation
axis), where all frames reproduced by SLM are captured.
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Figure 9: (a) Theoretical FW generated after passing through the 4f system for trapping
and guiding the micro–particles. (a1)–(d1) Trapping and guidance in the transverse plane
of a single micro–particle (orange circle) when the FW moves at constant speed. (a2)–(d2)
Trapping and guiding in the transverse plane of two micro–particles (orange circles). The
power in the capture plane was 1.2 ± 0.5 mW.
In Fig. 9 we see the trapping and guiding of micro–particles in different transverse
planes when the sample “shifts” along the beam propagation axis. Fig. 9 (a) shows the
longitudinal and transverse sections of the FW, Fig. 7 in Second Example, generated for
trapping. In Figs. 9 (a1)–(d1) we see that at the initial time t = 0, the micro-particle is
trapped in the center of the first step. However, we can observe how the micro–particle
escapes from the trap when the sample exits the first step, but the micro–particle is
again trapped in the center of the second step. In Fig. 9 (a2)–(d2) we observe the same
phenomenon, for the case of two trapped micro–particles on the first step, where we can
see how one of them leaves the trap and does not return to the second step.
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4. Conclusions
In summary, we present for the first time the experimental optical trapping of micro–
particles with Frozen Waves. The results indicate that it is possible to obtain a stable
optical trap for trapping and transverse optical guidance of micro–particles using Frozen
Waves. The control of longitudinal shapes by dynamic holography in an holographic
optical tweezers allows to create several traps in different planes along the propagation
axis. This allows transverse and longitudinal control of the trap by generating dynamic
optical clamps for trapping at 3–D.
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